TI
tBETAN MEDICINE THROUGH THE EYES OF
DR. TSERING DORJEE DEKHANG

THURSDAY APRIL 20, 2017 - INTRODUCTORY TALK
With Q/A
7:00pm-8:30pm
Donation $20 at Door

SATURDAY - APRIL 22, 2017 - WORKSHOP
WITH Q/A
10:00am-4:00pm
Registration & Fee $99.00

AT KHADRO SCHOOL OF CHI NEI TSANG
65 COE HILL DRIVE TORONTO, M6S 3E2
416-604-8859 - cntcanada@hotmail.com

The Khadro School of Chi Nei Tsang is honoured and pleased to host Dr. Tsering Dorjee Dekhang Doctor of Tibetan Medicine for an evening of introductory talk and a one day workshop. Watch Dr. Tsering work with fascinating diagnostic methods and principle aspects of treatment. I believe the eyes are windows to the spirit and soul of an individual, the pulse reflect that, the tongue further confirms what is observed both in the eyes and pulse, in this way it is holistic and medication, if prescribed addresses the whole person.

Dr. Tsering Dorjee Dekhang is a graduate of the Men Tsee Khang Tibetan Medical School in Dharamsala, India under the tutelage of the physician of the Dalai Lama.

Dr. Dekhang is the author of “The Handbook of Tibetan Medicinal Plants” and gives lectures on Tibetan Medicine in international conferences and workshops. He has appeared on David Suziki’s Nature of Things documentary on Tibetan Medicine “The Blue Buddha, Lost Secrets of Tibetan Medicine, and the Dana Germany documentary “Die Sprechstunde Tibetische Medizin”.

Dr. Dekhang now lives in Toronto, and practices as a licensed Holistic Practitioner and Professional member of the Canadian Herbalist Association.

No Registration required for Friday Evening event -donation at door.

Register for Saturday Class by emailing Khadro at cntcan@hotmail.com or on Friday evening event. Thank you!